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From the Superintendent

Greetings,
Well, the Layout and Design Weekend is well underway. Everything should be tidied up here shortly and
ready to go. Thanks to everyone that worked to get things done and worked in a positive direction to get
things accomplished.
Save the dates for March 18th, 19th, and 20th. 2022 for the Layout and Design Weekend and join us for a
great weekend. You may register at the website, www.tulsanmra.org, if you have not done so.
The upcoming Indian Nations meeting will be at the Hardesty Regional Library at 8316 E 93rd St in Tulsa
Oklahoma on February 19th, 2022. The library opens at 9:00 a.m. and the meeting will start at 9:30 a.m.
We hope that everyone will be able to attend that can. The schedule for presentations is as follows below.
February 19th, 2022
Tom Fausser

- “The Essence of Brooklyn – Achieving Density in 266 Sq. Ft.”
- “Storm Damage to the SBT.”

Dave Steensland

- “A photo & video report on the 2019 Dallas Interchange.”

Steve Campbell

- “Layout Etiquette for Operators”

“Show and Tell”

- Structures

Hope to see as many of you that can attend.
Allan Roecker

ALL ABOARD!
Upcoming Events in our region...
T.T.O.S. Winter Train Show
Feb 19, 2022
Stillwater, OK
9am-3pm
http://www.ttos-soonerdiv.org/divisionevents.html

Greater Tulsa Area Train Show
April 2, 2022
9am-3pm
Bixby Community Center
http://www.ttos-soonerdiv.org/divisionevents.html

Tulsa LDOP
March 18-20
Tulsa, OK
Shriners Hall
http://ldopsigmeet.tulsanmra.org/

Gateway 2022 Saint Louis NMRA
St. Louis, Mo. NMRA National Convention and
Train Show. (August 7th, 2022, to August 13th,
2022). https://www.nmra.org/conventions/
gateway-2022-st-louis-mo
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Achievement Program
Cover Photo: Dave Halpern. Originally appeared on the cover of
the NMRA Bulleting May 1988. This was Pearson’s Gulch on his
former Alanville and Leesburg railroad.

VACANT

Division Points Editor
Dave Salamon

Local Model Railroad Organizations and Shops
Indian Nations Division of the NMRA
www.tulsanmra.org
Allan Roecker
(918)886-5732

North Eastern Oklahoma Live Steamers
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1152224404840942
Dave Salamon
(918)607-2793

Green Country Model Railroad Association
John Carter
Phone: (316)250-5874
GCMRA.org
https://www.facebook.com/Green-Country-Model-RailroadersAssociation-162356590476356/
Saturday’s & Tuesday’s - 9:00AM to Noon.
5626D West Skelly Drive
Tulsa OK 74102

Toy Train Operating Society—Sooner Division
http://www.ttos-soonerdiv.org/

North Eastern Oklahoma N Scalers (NEONS)
www.tulsa-neons.com
Richard Fisher
918-298-4800
Tulsa Garden Railroad Club
www.tulsagardenrailroadclub.org
Donnie Shirey
918-361-1760
Oklahoma Narrow Gauge
www.okng.org
Randy Smith

Challenger N scale Hobbies
8753 S Lewis Ave, Tulsa, OK 74137
(918) 298-4800
Top Shelf Models
119 S Main St, Owasso, OK 74055
918-274-0433
Reindeer Pass Railroad
http://www.reindeerpass.com/
10919 N 173rd E Ave, Owasso, OK 74055
(918) 361-6084
HobbyTown USA
https://www.hobbytown.com/tulsa-ok/l74
6808 S Memorial Dr #116, Tulsa, OK 74133
(918) 307-2000
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Achievement Program Chairman


As AP chairman you are to encourage members to apply for the various awards and certificates that are part of the AP.



Will help with the paperwork, but can’t help with your modeling!



Evaluation and assessing what the modeler was trying to do, and how
well he did it.



Once the AP Chairman signs the application, they will forward it to the
regional AP manager

So, just what is the Achievement Program? It is a program consisting of 11 areas related to almost all facets of model railroading in which specific achievement goals are set. The purpose of these goals is to help the modeler improve
his/her modeling and model railroading skills by the attainment of some or even
all these goals, such that the modeler will learn and acquire a broad range of
skills that will aid or assist him/her to become better at many of the aspects of
model railroading.
It does not require one to master all 11 areas, but only a subset of 7 of the 11,
appropriately distributed to reasonably touch upon a selection of fundamental
model railroading skill sets. The goals are not designed to be easy to obtain,
but then again, they are also not designed to be impossible, and that with the
acquisition of the requisite skills and practice, should be achievable for any
that wish to grow their skills, knowledge, and range of capabilities.

Larry’s Question of the Month:
What is “PIN AHEAD AND PICK UP TWO BEHIND ONE?”
(If you have a railroad question and answer that you’d like to ask of the group let Larry Munro know about it!)
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MARCH 18-20, 2022
This coming March 18th through the 20th, the Indian Nations Division of NMRA
along with the Tulsa Operations Layout Owners will host our 10th Layout Design
and Operations Weekend in Tulsa, Oklahoma. More than just operating sessions,
this event includes a number of seminars on Saturday from several well-known
experts (lunch included) and three operating times (Fri Evening, Sat Evening, and
Sunday Morning.)
Confirmed Presentations:
Rich Gibson – “Prototype Modeling of the 1951 MEC: a Mixture of Accuracy,
Guesswork, and Compromise”
Eric Hansmann – “Prototype Inspiration for Manageable Size Layouts”
Richard Frazier - The Future of Model Railroading
Doug Tagsold - History of the railroads of Toledo, Ohio
Doug Tagsold - 1:72 scale C&S layout
Information will be forthcoming to the website, www.ldopsigmeet.tulsanmra.org
along with the on-line registration.

Saturday workshop 8:00am – 3:30 pm with five one-hour presentations
Novices or experts, all are welcome! Bring your track plans, photos, display
boards and mockups to share with everyone. Great place to solicit feedback on
your layout or idea. Lots of Talent and lots of ideas can be had at the event.
Catered hot lunch Included.
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November 2021 meeting
Since the previous meeting in September, Allan Roecker had approached Dave Steensland
about taking over the Superintendent position. Dave Steensland and Tom Fausser offered to
share the duties and run the meeting to bridge the gap until Steve Davis retired, as he had
offered to run the division at that time. Life is full of changes, as we all know COVID came and
changed things for a lot of people. Our own Division didn’t have meetings for quite a while.
and Steve Davis is now planning on retiring after 2022. Allan offered to step in and fulfill that
position, and run the Division until Steve is ready and able to so.
There were numerous topics discussed during the meeting including a recap from our recent
Tulsa Union Convention and those that attended Pro-rail, DFW Interchange and OS Omaha.
Sounded like our members got to operate on some fantastic layouts, a variety of operations
and memories. Some lengthy discussions on the upcoming LDOP meet took place to finalize
some of the plans for it.

Another discussion on creating a zoom account for use was brought up, especially if we end
up in another COVID lockdown and we can’t have our face to face meetings. In addition it
could be used to broadcast our division meetings for those that can’t attend. An added benefit would be it could also be used for an occasionally business or planning meetings for events.
The topic of setting up some cameras and microphones was brought up for use during our
meetings. Raymond Brunner and Steve Davis had some insight on setting up cameras and microphones that could be used during the meetings to show closeups and project them on the
wall for all to see and at the same time if we had the meeting on zoom we could transmit live.
This way those that could not make it to the meeting in person could still participate and view
the meeting and clinics . More information to follow in the upcoming meetings, Raymond is
looking into possible welding up a stand to hold the cameras and Steve will be looking to see
what additional equipment we’ll need to make this happen.
In a nutshell this ended up being a business meeting. We ran out of time for Tom’s presentation or show and tell. Luckily Tom is going to give it at the February meeting!
(Editors note: Reality I was the only person brought anything in
to share, we really need the members to get on board with
show and tell and participate, it is a good motivator for others.)
At the end one attendee commented, ’just between us girls,
this was painful! But probably needed to be done.”
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Weathering a Pennsylvania X58 Boxcar
By Graeme Nitz

Originally posted this on a Facebook group “Detailing Tips and Weathering Tricks for Model Railroaders” in May 2020. Others that use Facebook may be interested in that group also.
Several people had been asking for a description of weathering techniques and at the time I was
stuck at home because of the virus, so I decided to make a little clinic. I don't claim to be an expert
on weathering like some who spend days on one project, mine is what I call "Operational Weathering" which makes the cars looked used but are not works of art. Total time per car is about 2 hours
but I normally do 4 cars or so at a time and this reduces the overall time per car.
The car I am demonstrating on is a Tangent Pennsylvania Railroad X58 ribbed boxcar. Tangent
Models are superb with no real need to add anything. The Build Date for this car is 3/65 and as I
model Spring 1967 the car is near new so the weathering is just to make it dirty, not make a rust
bucket.
If you are just starting out, I would suggest practicing on a cheap car that can be thrown out if you
totally screw up.
(Editor’s Note: You can pick these up at swap meets for just a couple of bucks, perfect for practicing
on.)

Supplies used are:
Krylon Matte Finish Spray
Rust-Oleum Camouflage Earth Brown
Model Masters Rust Paint Pen
Various Pan-Pastels (Burnt Umber, Raw Umber, Burnt Sienna, Paynes Dark Grey and Titanium
White)
2HB Pencil
As you can see you don't need a lot to do a good job.

Follow along as I describe what I did.

The car straight from the box. Some of the things that show that we need to get attend to are the
shine on wheels, truck side frames and couplers. Tangent uses a satin finish so it is not too bad out
of the box unlike some manufacturers!
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The roof definitely needs to be toned down!

The B end of the car shows the impressive detail including the rarely done Trombone Cutbar.
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This is one of the prototype pix I used. I didn't try to duplicate it but use it for inspiration. The car
pictured is 4 years older than my era so it is dirtier. Note the white streaking below the lettering, the
mechanical parts and ribs on the door are dirtier and the dirt on top of the large ribs on the end.

First step is to disassemble the car. Then wash the body in warm soapy water and let air dry. From
this point on do not touch the car body without wearing latex gloves. We don't want finger oils on
the body, nothing looks worse than a fingerprint on your car!
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Then a light spray of Matte.
The handle is something I made and I wrote a story on it for Model Railroad Hobbyist September
2016.
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I used this Krylon Matte Finish.
Modelers tip: When spraying from a rattle can I
sit it for about 10 minutes in a bowl of warm water before giving the can a good shake with it
upside down. This ensures the paint is well
mixed.

Next is spraying the trucks and Wheelsets with the Rust-Oleum Camouflage Earth Brown.
Note the tape to protect the bearing surfaces from paint.
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I use this Micro Mark Wheel Spraying Mask to hold the Wheelsets while spraying, it keeps paint off
the wheel treads.

Next some weathering for the wheel faces using Pan-Pastels Burnt Sienna. This car has Roller
Bearing trucks so the wheels are just rusty, if the trucks were Friction Bearing then the Wheelsets
would be Oily and black.
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The trucks are given an overall coat of Pan-Pastels Burnt Umber and the springs some Burnt Sienna. Applied with a microbrush.
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I paint the KD Couplers with a Model Masters Rust Paint Pen.
You want to dry brush it rather than painting it wet otherwise the
coupler will get jammed up. I start the paint flowing, then wipe
the tip with a tissue, then paint. If the coupler does get stuck just
drop it in some brush cleaner.

A side view of the finished car. I started with an overall coat of Pan-Pastels Burnt Sienna to all
sides and under frame to dull it down particularly the white lettering. Then some Pan-Pastels
Paynes Dark Grey the door ribs and mechanicals, some black for the door stops. The white
streaking is Pan-Pastels Titanium White. The brake cylinders and valves got a touch of Burnt Umber. I don't do much on the underside as it is not visible. I used a 2HB Pencil on the top of the door
rail and ladder rungs to simulate the paint worn off and the bare metal showing.

This shot shows the roof. These roofs didn't seem to rust much until much older so it just needs to
be dirty. A coat of Pan-Pastels Burnt Umber does it. The roof walk got some Burnt Sienna and
Paynes Dark Gray for the steel fittings.
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The ends got some Pan Pastels Raw Umber on the ribs, coupler boxes and cut bars. The vertical
splash marks are Pan Pastels Raw Umber.

A close up of the end shows the (barely visible) vertical splash marks. They are more visible in person!
Plus the worn ladder rungs done with the 2HB pencil.
That is it, done!
I don't overspray again as I find it unnecessary. If
you handle your cars a lot, then it may be worthwhile, but I find that a lot of the weathering disappears with the application of Matte Finish.

I think I have shown it is not hard to do a good job with little effort. Just remember to study the prototype before attempting it.
Now go for it, and then share your results!
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What is NMRAx?
By Dave Salamon

NMRAx Virtual Model Railroad Convention got started after COVID reared its ugly head and canceled National and Region Conventions, and division meetings amongst everything else in our lives
at that time. There had to be a way to hold meetings and conventions, share how to articles, share
layout tours.
What started out as Virtual Convention has now came into being a very useful tool that is being used
not only Internationally, but nationally, regionally and locally too.
These events are streamed live to Facebook and YouTube with the videos available after the event
for on-demand viewing. You can go to the YouTube page and view them:
https://www.youtube.com/c/NMRAORGModelRailroading/videos
All NMRAx events have been free and open to all, including non-NMRA members,. Volunteers set
up and host the events from around the world, it is truly a global community effort. What a great recruiting tool also!
NMRAx will continue. They are tweaking and adjusting how often they have the NMRAx presentations looking for that right of balance, but not overdoing it burning out the volunteers behind the
scenes, presenters or even those that attend.
The beauty of watching them live on Facebook or YouTube is that if you have comments or questions you can post them to the presenter and get feedback right then and there, and provides real
time interaction
I recently gave my first NMRAx presentation, and even though I’ve given lots of presentations or instructions in front of people over the years, this was the first without an physical audience. Sometimes the questions or comments that happen during presentations can either hinder your flow or
may add good comments and information at a needed time. Which may spark a series of comments
and discussions. It was a little odd at first just talking to the screen and going through the slides, but
I got into a flow and felt more comfortable as the presentation went on. I want to thank Speed (AKA
Gert Mueller) for the headset so I’d be out of excuses for not doing a presentation, but also for his
time and encouragement to do I, along with his patience with me. As most know I’m not the most
technically advanced person, not the least either, but technology can be a little intimidating to some,
but with Speeds guidance everything went very smooth.
Calaveras Cement Plant - Dave Salamon
I encourage anyone out there thinking of doing a presentation, just do it! I know it can be intimidated
or scary speaking Infront of a group of people for some. Get out of your comfort zone and take a
chance and put together a presentation and get with the NMRAx volunteers and give it a try. Everyone has something to share with others, don’t by shy, and don’t worry people can’t throw rotten bananas and tomatoes at you, if they don’t like what you are saying, they just disconnect and go away.
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WHEN YOUR BEST TURNS OUT TO BE NOT GOOD ENOUGH
By Ed Bommer MMR
“Do-overs” are common in model building. When assembling parts or in making them fit,
chances are you may need to do it more than once to get it right. There are times when you
might also have to rip apart a project and do it over. And occasionally, a mistake or inaccuracy
can go unnoticed for a long time and then suddenly make itself known.
In March 1987 I finished a scratch-built, O scale model of SFRD 13000. A prototype photo and
description of it is in the 19 the Edition of Car Builder’ Cyclopedia. It was a unique, stainless
steel 40’ iced refrigerator car with plug doors built in 1947 for Santa Fe Refrigerator Dispatch
by the Consolidated Steel Corporation. It was a ‘state of the art’ car, incorporating the latest
design ideas. Santa Fe bought it to determine what features it might use in rebuilding an aging fleet of 40’ refrigerator cars in SFRD service. While many new features were used, stainless steel was not. SFRD 13000 would undergo one or two re-numberings and a change of
doors before retirement in the 1960’s.
Athearn parts – stamped metal ends, roof ribs, ladders and underframe were used. The body
sides, ends, floor and roof of the basic ‘box’ were cut from Northeastern wood to get the exact length, car width and height. Styrene sheet was used for the roof and car sides which

were further detailed with styrene strips to model the spaced, horizontal rib lines. Ice hatches
were made from styrene and mounted the SFRD way, with hinges facing the car end. The underbody was full detailed with brake piping and rigging as well as the Royal F brake regulator
(slack adjuster). Floquil Engine Black and Bright silver were applied. A Champion decal set for
an SFRD “El Capitan” reefer was used for lettering. That set had the curved capital “E” and a
different lower case ‘l’ in El Capitan, also an oversized “West.” So, I hand lettered a Roman

“El” and a smaller “West” to suit. Car data and other lettering was done with alphabet and
numeral sets from Walthers and Champ. The car side data even includes the fractional measurements. Car Builder’s Cyclopedia had a lot of information in its short piece about that car,
with a photo of its right side carrying the “El Capitan” slogan.
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With no photo of the left side and understanding that SFRD put a map or different slogan on
the left side, this car did not have the kind of sides a map would fit well, so I applied the ‘Ship
and Travel Santa Fe all the Way” slogan from the Champ decal set.
All looked good. However, the gloss of the decals outshined Floquil’s bright silver. I gave the
car a light spray of Testor’s Gloss Coat to even it. To my dismay, that new can of Gloss Coat

was mis-labeled and mis-capped Dull Coat! In that instant, Floquil’s Bright Silver turned irreversibly gray. All that work gone wrong! Now what?
After mulling over this conundrum for a week or so, I tried my hand at weathering after looking up some Model Railroader articles about it. Keep in mind this was years before I had a
computer and internet service having research capability that we now take for granted. Some
thinned Floquil ‘Grime,’ weathering chalks, ‘dirty Dio-Sol’ and dry-brushing was applied. Here
it is with road grime, streaks from door track grease, car end wheel spray, Dead-Nox asphalt
roof coating stains and icing saltspills. To me, it looked more like a car that had seen work and
time on the road. Here is the right side, shown the way the prototype appeared in Car Builder’s Cyclopedia. (The “A” or front end faces right. The hand brake is on the back, or “B” end of
a freight car)
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The left side was finished like this.

When compared to other SFRD cars, the “Ship and Travel” lettering seemed to fit well. The
model was shown at the 1992 NMRA National Convention at Columbus OH, earning a score of
83. (The grayed color was criticized, and my weathering efforts were thought to be unconvincing by some judges). However, at the NMRA Northeastern Region convention in 1997, it
scored 109.33!
I ran this model on several O scale layouts as well as my own and showed it at one or two
Southwest O Scale Meets in Oklahoma City after moving west in 2002 when I retired.
Fast forward now, to August 2020. The group “Steam Era Freight Cars” on Groups io, had a discussion concerning SFRD 13000 about three weeks ago. A fellow member posted a photo of
my O scale model he found on the ‘net. Some members asked how it was built, so I made a
short write up about my model for this group. It can be quite picky at times, in the interest of
prototypical accuracy.
A few days later, this
photo of the new
SFRD 13000’s left
side was posted, with
some comments
about an inaccuracy
in the photo’s caption.
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Group discussion continued about SFRD 13000 being the ONLY car in the SFRD fleet to carry
TWO Santa Fe name train slogans and undergoing later door and number changes. Some
members pointed out that all this was well documented with photos in a book about SFRD
refrigerator cars and by the Santa Fe Railroad Historical Society. There! In an instant, this
model I prized for 33 years became a ‘dud’ so far as this group or any knowledgeable model
railroad judge would be concerned. I had to find alternatives. I like to build and finish models
as accurately as possible. As it stood, my O scale SFRD 13000 was suddenly an inaccurate fizzle!

 One: Return that model to the elements of the Universe from whence it came, with a slug
or two from my spike maul? Far too desperate and final!

 Another: Strip, repaint and re-letter the entire car. Hmm – and whose decals might I use?
And what may I need to do about any hand lettering? My hands are not nearly as steady
as they once were. Making my own decals for it from my past experiences would be difficult, with uncertain printing results.

 Third: Could I scrape off the offending lettering and replace it with the correct Super Chief
slogan from another decal set?
Protocraft has a set for a 1940 SFRD Super Chief car with a map, so I ordered it. In the meantime, I put my model on the work bench and began to carefully and gently scape the offending decals on the left side, with single edge razor blades. The old decals began to flake off in
bits and pieces. The well-aged and hardened Floquil paint remained intact. Of course, this did
uncover some of the weathering.
Here it is, part way through that transformation.
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The old paint remained in decent condition. Once traces of the old decals were scraped away,
the car was ready for its new Super Chief lettering. But not so fast! Those horizontal ribs dictate how the lettering must be split to fit between them. For each rib line, a strip the width of
a rib must be cut away from the lettering at exactly the right level for it to fit between them.
And the lettering must be spaced to fit between with the vertical rib gaps as well. How well it
all fitted or not depended on the artwork for that decal set. A tedious hour or so with the
very thin Protocraft decals did the trick. Then, the dreaded decal sheen showed up. Some
weathering re-touches were also needed. Dull Coat - this time just a light spray to tone down
the decal shine. A mask was cut and fitted so that only the new lettering would be treated.
Touch up the weathering with a little dry-brush black and my model of SFRD 13000 became
more accurate.
Is it perfect? No, not in this life.
Is it better? Indeed, YES!
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
By Tony Burgess
It's tutorial time...get your pencils out, your about to learn something, one hopes
As many might know, I love Vallejo acrylic paints. They have never failed me for painting on
styrene, but the brass hinges did pose a problem, so I resorted to an enamel, Tester's flat
grey.
So, let me back up a bit. I had recently bought and
have used several time, a set by Vallejo called "Rust
and Steel weathering set" off Amazon. always on the
lookout for new weathering techniques, I think I stumbled on the ultimate, but not only, weathering for rust.
The set has 7 Model Colors, 1 Pigment, 1 Wash and 2
Toray brushes. The pigment is a dry powder the color
of rust.
The process goes rather quickly, and you don't need
to stop for any length of time, nor wash brushes between applications. Just do one color, the
grey (they include 2 greys, [gun metal and basalt grey] but since it wasn't going on the
brass, I used an equivalent enamel, as I stated, but baring that step, it still works, I just let
the enamel dry first).
So, paint on the first color, dark or light grey, then from here on out you need to use the "Dry
-Brush" method, very little paint.
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques

The second color is added (dry brush
only) burnt umber:

Then the saddle brown:

red leather:

orange brown:
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
and then clear orange:

This is all you really need to do if you want to
convey a light rust appearance, but to give a
3 dimensional, then there is one more step. It
involves adding a wash and before it dries,
add some pigment on top (I dip a brush into
the dry pigment and dab it on):

Here are the hinges without all the dust around them. I'll let you be the judge, but I think this stuff is fantastic.
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Road Trip to close out 2021!
By Dave Salamon
December 31, 2021, an overcast day, but for winter was quite pleasant. Started the
day by picking up Ray Brunner and heading to Edmond to take a look at the progress
that Jay Cox has made on his Frisco Terminal railroad.
Dave Townsend, a retired Engineer (AT&SF, CRI&P, D&RGW, SLSF, BN and finally
BNSF,) joined us at Jay’s house. Dave volunteers as an engineer at the Oklahoma
City Railroad Museum and has logged lots of throttle time driving the Polar Express
and other trains for the museum.
Heading up stairs we enter the layout room. The
layout is in the shape of a
reverse capital E and depicts a heavy switching
layout with some really
large structures. The very
large Senese’s Biscuits
structure is impressive
and is made from many ITLA components. The structure has lots of details on the sides, and many little mini
scenes with lots of LED lighting to show them off. This
structure is located next to the main yard and a scale
house is located here also. The running track ducks under a passthrough of the structure where it leads to the
Staging tracks in the attic behind the scene.
The middle section has a two very large structures,
the Fausser Flour Elevator and Brunner Portland
Cement. Both structures are well along their way
with Townsend Oil Company neatly nestled between
them with the team track dock and engine house to
be built.
The section to the right is still in the planning stages
but will represent a warehouse industrial section. Jay
is still moving track and structures around as he
works towards the final plan for the area.
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In the back corner there will be a very large refinery.
This layout will keep 4 people really busy!
He also has a very nice display cabinet with all his
locomotives on display along with the engine house
that the late Tony Burgess had built.
After looking at the layout and discussing the operations, it was time to hit the road to our first destination as a group. Jay Cox and Dave Townsend led
the way as we journeyed up the road to Guthrie, Oklahoma. One of our tour guides, Dave Townsend,
wanted to take us on a side road into town, kind of
off the beaten path. Well he did that, there was no
side road found but a short drive across the tracks
and through some red clay roads along the river valley we finally arrived at our destination through the
backside of town. After that both of our trucks could
have used a bath! The Santa Fe station is still standing proud, but the industrial tracks are long but gone. Jay pointed out where some
of the tracks where, and that there was still some of the old trolley tracks in the
streets in town. At one time Guthrie was the state capital of Oklahoma from 19071910.

Dave Townsend made a call to a signal maintainer friend to see what the traffic on
the railroad looked like (it’s good to have friends still in the industry.) He notified us
that there were no trains headed to Guthrie anytime soon, but if we got on our horses
we could meet one south bound and up to 3 more on the Avard sub at Perry, OK. So
we mounted up and headed north.
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We pulled into the Santa Fe depot at Perry and parked on the north side where Jay
and Dave proceeded to explain the trackage arrangement, how there used to be with
the interchange between the Frisco and Santa Fe and how it is current track arrangement now with it all being operated by the BNSF.
Dave gets a message that southbound grain train
was going to be in
Perry soon. Ray got
his drone ready, and
even though it was
pretty windy he sent
it up and flew it north
to the grade crossing while the rest got
their cameras (or
phones for some)
ready. We could
here the horns off in
the distance then
Ray Brunner Photo
shortly after the
headlight came into a view and some 8,500’+ of grain train went by. Ray’s drone had
to work pretty hard to get back to the south where we were, but made it back!

A short while later we hear
that a rerouted Z train was
headed west over the Avard
sub and should be to us
soon. We repositioned our
vehicles south of the depot
closer to a couple of elevators hoping to frame some
shots with them After Jay
perched himself on some
new concrete bridge abutments awaiting their use in
the yard to gain his shots,
Ray prepared the drone for
another mission.

Jay Cox Photo
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Dave got the call,
she’ll be coming
around the bend,
about that time we
heard the horn off in
the distance. Ray
sent the drone up
and the rest of us
prepared for the
train. Dave mentioned that the turn
in Perry had a reJay Cox Photo
Ray Brunner Photo
stricted speed as it
has a fairly tight radius, so it won’t be speeding past us, but they will pour the power
on and get up to 70mph once clear of the curve. Sure enough headlight came into
view a few more blast of the horn and there she was going around the curve headed
west. After the train left our view, the only question was, where was the drone? Ray
sent it down yonder by the other elevator to catch the train, a few moments later we
could hear what sounded like a swarm of bees as Ray gently landed it in the back of
the pickup bed. We packed up to head to our next destination Lunch and the Railroad Museum of Oklahoma in Enid, or so I thought.
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When we left Perry we
left the tracks for a while,
but once we caught back
up to the tracks off in the
distance you could see
part of that stack train
that just passed us at
Perry. If we wanted to
catch it, we’d have to be
doing a few notches over
the posted limit. Several
miles later we could see
to the south that not only did we catch it we passed it! Ass we approached Covington,
Jay took the crossroad and we captured it crossing over a little wash.
We loaded back up, Ray and I followed Jay and Dave as we are finally headed to
Enid, or are we? Several
miles down the road,
Jay’s turn signal comes
on as we make a turn,
then another turn down a
gravel road and we find
train tracks again, this
time we are in Fairmont
at the former diamond
where the Frisco and
Santa Fe crossed. Upon
pulling in we see an Eastbound stack train holding
on the old Frisco tracks
with a red signal, while
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the old Santa Fe tracks
had a green signal. Dave made the call again to see what was out and about and
found out a Tulsa/Amarillo train was headed west and should be there in about 15
minutes. The steps that led to the old switch tower are still there but nothing else remains of it.
Jay wandered down to the sight of the former diamond, while Ray sent up the drone
once again to survey the area prior to the train getting there. A little while later off in
the distance the headlight could be seen, everyone picked their location to capture
this train as it went by.
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Loaded back up and made a lunch breakat Callahan’s Pub and Grill, then it was time
to go to the museum.
The Railroad Museum of Oklahoma was started by a
retired Frisco Conductor Watermelon Campbell in
1977;. The museum is located at the former Santa Fe
Freight Depot. Mr. Campbell past away last year just
shy of his 100th birthday. His wife is at the museum
and promised Watermelon that she’d keep the museum going. She loves to talk about the museum and
the collection there, and is enjoyable to chat with.
The museum has a very large collection of Dining Car China, railroad paper money,
passes, punch tickets, signs, telegraphs systems, lanterns, even a couple of model
railroads. Outside there are 12 cabooses just like they came off the line from various
railroads, several freight cars, a couple of passenger cars, MOW equipment, switch
stands and a Diesel center cab switcher and Frisco Mountain.

There is also another building that holds a lot more railroad memorabilia displayed in
cases and hung on the wall. The Local model railroad club had just moved their HO
layout from the local mall into this building.
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There is a lot to look at, give yourself at least a couple of hours to really take it all in,
well worth the $5 admission price.
After closing the museum down, it was time to say goodbye and venture home. Jay
and Dave got in their truck and Ray and myself in the other as we departed the museum.
Jay and Dave made the left and headed towards Edmond. Ray and I decided we’d
go right and cross over the bridge to go by one of the yards and look at the many elevators still standing on our way out of town. These grain elevators are massive,
and I could just imagine all the grain trains that came in to town to service these in

the heyday. The sunlight was starting to fade out, but we managed to drive by a few,
and find a couple of recycle locomotives used by the elevators.
While at Jay’s, Ray made a comment about a door on the side of the elevator that
led to nowhere, suspended several stories up the building. Jay wasn’t for sure where
it went. Ray noticed one of the
elevators had
doors on the side
of the structure
but hard to see
as they were so
far up. Not being
able to see 100%
where it led, Ray
asked me to stop
as he’d send up
the drone.
Ray Brunner Photo
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As Ray got the drone set up, there was an issue. Apparently
the GPS location wouldn’t allow Ray to send it up without filling out an online questionnaire and information requesting to
unlock the GEO Zone. Never encountering this before, he
filled out the info and submitted it to see what would happen.
Shortly after that he got a reply and the authorization necessary to fire the drone up. So away it went, and I mean, away
it went, over and around the elevator! Ray was able to capture some really nice views around the elevators and of the
roof tops. Looking closer he could see exactly where that
door led, out to a caged fire escape. In addition he was literally able to fly all around it to capture the unique track arrangement and partial trestle built at the end of the tracks.
After recovering the drone and putting it away there was one
last grain elevator off to the East and the sunlight was really
fading fast, but hey, we’re in town, might as well go take a
look. Entering the driveway we drove around the corner and
low and behold what do we see before our very eyes, a
Fishbelly side CF7! Along with a former Santa Fe locomotive
still painted in Santa Fe! Double Bonus. There was a third
former
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BNSF locomotive there too, but
didn't hold the enthusiasm for me
as the other two. With that Ray
said, I think I have just enough battery and enough daylight to try and
get a few photos of these locomotives, Once set up he lifted off and
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around them he went around capturing some really interesting views of
them. Upon returning the drone to the
truck it was time to load up and head
home. As the sun set, rain started to
fall. On the way Ray downloaded all
the pictures and videos onto his laptop and sent a few to Jay and Dave
showing our late day discoveries.
What a way to close out 2021!
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